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     Chile Quest 
me llamo 

pastel de choclo  

caldillo de congrio  

humitas  

What are these ? 

moai  

mano del desierto  

cueca  

huaso  

Villarrica  

Which of these is NOT a bird found in Chile ? 

brown noddy           masked booby            Macaroni penguin             Darwin’s rhea 

Andean condor       Southern royal albatross        red-tailed tropicbird          Chilean flamingo 

Who was Pablo Neruda ?  

What is the capital of Chile ?  

What is the highest peak in Chile ?  

Find the answers to the questions: 

Which metal is mined in Chile ?  

What is La Moneda ?  

What is Cape Horn ?  

What is the Atacama Giant ?  

What is a Chilean Pudú ?  

Which of these is NOT an animal found in Chile ? 

Darwin’s fox          South Andean deer           guanaco         Juan Fernández fur seal 

Amami rabbit            Darwin’s frog            coruro             degu 

Which of these is NOT a Chilean island ? 

San Félix           Sala y Gómez          Rocas           Robinson Crusoe          San Ambrosio 
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NOTES FOR THE TEACHER 

This quest has been designed to accompany this book - http://tinyurl.com/mapsbook - but will  

also suit a webquest or an activity using other resources. 

 

ANSWERS: 

pastel de choclo mashed corn baked with meat, olives and hard-boiled eggs 

caldillo de congrio soup made with sea eel 

humitas mashed corn flour boiled in corn husks 

What are these ? 

moai enormous statues on Easter Island 

mano del desierto an 11m sculpture of a hand in Antofagasta 

cueca a style of dancing 

huaso a cattle drover 

Villarrica active volcano 

Which of these is NOT a bird found in Chile ? 

brown noddy           masked booby            Macaroni penguin             Darwin’s rhea 

Andean condor       Southern royal albatross        red-tailed tropicbird          Chilean flamingo 

Who was Pablo Neruda ? poet 

What is the capital of Chile ? Santiago 

What is the highest peak in Chile ? Ojos del Salado, the world’s highest volcano 

Find the answers to the questions: 

Which metal is mined in Chile ? copper 

What is La Moneda ? presidential palace 

What is Cape Horn ? the southernmost point in South America 

What is the Atacama Giant ? enormous drawing in the desert 

What is a Chilean Pudú ? a small, deer-like animal 

Which of these is NOT an animal found in Chile ? 

Darwin’s fox          South Andean deer           guanaco         Juan Fernández fur seal 

Amami rabbit            Darwin’s frog            coruro             degu 

Which of these is NOT a Chilean island ? 

San Félix           Sala y Gómez          Rocas           Robinson Crusoe          San Ambrosio 


